**Ground Rules**

- White space to undo is "control Z.
- No need to sign your name or initials.
- This is an iterative process. White space allows for changes.
- Icons are on the left.

**Ground Treatment By Location**

Please refer to the accompanying legend for further detail.

**Legend**

- 15' BETTERMENT WALL WITH BASE PACKAGE
- LANDSCAPING
- CUSTOM BETTERMENT

**Ground Treatment By Location**

- **15' FEIS NOISE WALL WITH LANDSCAPING**
- **LANDSCAPING**
- **CUSTOM BETTERMENT SELECTION (DECORATIVE FENCING) AND LANDSCAPING**

**PROS:**
- Native
- Easy to maintain
- Attracts pollinators
- Evergreen
- Needs water to bloom well
- Flowers all summer
- Attracts pollinators
- Pleasant scent
- Deciduous
- Needs annual maintenance
- Can irritate skin
- Native
- Easy to maintain
- Attracts pollinators
- Evergreen
- Needs water to bloom well
- Flowers all summer
- Attracts pollinators
- Pleasant scent
- Deciduous
- Needs annual maintenance
- Can irritate skin

**CONS:**
- Difficult to control nearby
- Overpowering to other plants
- Overpowering to other plants
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives

**MEXICAN FEATHERGRASS / Nassella**

- Fast growing
- Pleasant scent
- Drought tolerant
- Tough
- Needs annual maintenance
- Native
- Easy to maintain
- Attracts pollinators
- Evergreen
- Needs water to bloom well
- Flowers all summer
- Attracts pollinators
- Pleasant scent
- Deciduous
- Needs annual maintenance
- Can irritate skin

**CORAL HONEYSUCKLE / Lonicera**

- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT

**ABELIA / Abelia grandiflora**

- 8' O.C. SPACING
- Needs annual maintenance
- Native
- Easy to maintain
- Attracts pollinators
- Evergreen
- Needs water to bloom well
- Flowers all summer
- Attracts pollinators
- Pleasant scent
- Deciduous
- Needs annual maintenance
- Can irritate skin

**WISTERIA / Wisteria**

- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- Can be invasive if not can be invasive if not
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT

**VIRGINIA CREEPER / Parthenocissus**

- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- Can be invasive if not can be invasive if not
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT

**4' O.C. SPACING**

- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- Can be invasive if not can be invasive if not
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT

**6' O.C. SPACING**

- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- Can be invasive if not can be invasive if not
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT

**4' O.C. SPACING**

- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- Can be invasive if not can be invasive if not
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT

**4' O.C. SPACING**

- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- Can be invasive if not can be invasive if not
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT

**4' O.C. SPACING**

- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- Can be invasive if not can be invasive if not
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT

**4' O.C. SPACING**

- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- Can be invasive if not can be invasive if not
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT

**4' O.C. SPACING**

- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- Can be invasive if not can be invasive if not
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT

**4' O.C. SPACING**

- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- Can be invasive if not can be invasive if not
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT

**4' O.C. SPACING**

- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- Can be invasive if not can be invasive if not
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT

**4' O.C. SPACING**

- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- Can be invasive if not can be invasive if not
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT
- DON'T PLANT non-natives
- CAN BE INVASIVE IF NOT